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Make 

Fitness

Work for You
Why is fitness important to you? Circle all the answers
that explain why you want to be healthy. Put a star
next to your most important reason. 

▲ It makes my body feel good. 
▲ I want to succeed at sports. 
▲ I want to set an example for other people. 
▲ It’s fun. 
▲ It helps me relax and reduce stress. 
▲ I want to have a strong body. 
▲ My doctor says I should. 
▲ I want to live a long, healthy life. 
▲ Other: ____________________

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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Good Health is Great Fun
Everyone knows it’s important to be healthy, but you may be surprised to hear that fitness is also fun. Think about it – if your
body is in good shape, you can go out with your friends, go to school, play sports, dance, run like the wind, or stand still and
meditate. When you’re fit, you look good, you feel good, and life is good. But good health doesn’t just happen.

Luckily, being fit and feeling great can be as easy as taking five simple steps. Each step can be summed up in one word. If you
can remember these five words and take these steps, you can be in great shape. The words are: “top,” “stop,” “hop,” “crop,”
and “shop.” 

Step 1: TOP

Start at the TOP – the top of your head, that is. Use your brain to think about fitness
and how important it is to your life and you’ll make good choices when it comes to
your body and your health.

Step 2: STOP

STOP eating and drinking so many things that are not good for you, or at least
consume them in small amounts and along with other, healthy foods. 

Step 3: CROP

Instead of unhealthy foods, look to the CROP for healthy foods.
Eat foods that grow naturally and aren’t processed so much, and
you’re on your way to fitness. They taste great, too. 

Step 4: HOP

Why sit around when you can HOP,
run, play ball, or dance? Get up and
move and you’ll feel better and be
healthier. 

Step 5: SHOP

SHOP around for a fitness
plan that works for you. Try
different things. When you
find activities and healthy
foods that you like, fitness
is easy and fun. 



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲

The top of your head is where your brain sits, and that’s where fantastic fitness begins. To make
good decisions, you need to know what is healthy for your body. This section will help you
become more informed about the issues involved in good health. 

News Flash: The Problem of Childhood Obesity
The problem of obesity is widespread because many people do not eat healthy foods or
exercise enough. Obese people have too much body fat. Put simply, too many people eat
too much and move too little. That means that people who weigh too much take in more

energy from food – called calories – than their bodies use. But obesity is more than just
being overweight. People who are obese usually weigh 20 percent or more than the

recommended weight for their height and body type. 

Obesity is dangerous. It increases the risk of heart disease and 
it can cause high blood pressure, diabetes, gallstones, breathing

problems, trouble sleeping, and emotional problems such as poor
self-esteem. In fact, obesity is closing in on tobacco as the No. 1 preventable cause of
death in America today, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Obesity is a problem for children and young adults, too.
Between 16 percent and 33 percent of children and

adolescents in America – more than 9 million young
people – are obese. Because of that, kids are now get-
ting diseases that used to affect only adults. There are
lots of things that kids want to rush into as they grow
up, but grownup illnesses are not among them. It’s a

serious problem because today’s kids (and that means
you!) are tomorrow’s leaders. We need tomorrow’s

leaders to be strong and healthy. You might say that today’s
eaters are tomorrow’s leaders. Did what you ate yesterday

prepare you for greatness tomorrow?

Don’t worry. There’s plenty of time to make changes. You have the power to choose good
health starting now. Although obesity has some physical causes, such as medical illness or
medications (and children with one or more obese parents are more likely to be obese
themselves), the biggest causes of obesity are poor diet and lack of exercise.
Those are things you can do 
something about. 

If you are worried that you may be
obese, consider seeing a doctor to
talk about making healthy choices.
If someone you know is obese, you
might suggest that person get advice
from  a doctor. You can also pass
along tips that you learn from 
reading this section. 
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Take it From the Top

FITNESS FACT:

Obesity levels are 

lowest among people 

who consume high 

quantities of 

fruits and 

vegetables. 

Fitness

in the

News!

Learning standards: compiling data, summa-
rizing, skimming

1. The news often includes stories of
health issues and problems. Skim today’s
newspaper for one such story.
Summarize it and circle the words that
you think are most important.

2. How frequently does a healthy heart
beat? You can measure your own heart-
beat or another person’s. First, find the
pulse point on the inside of either wrist.
(Don’t use your thumb because the
thumb has its own pulse point.) Count
the beats in 10 seconds and multiply that
number by 6 to compute the number of
beats per minute. One activity that helps
build a healthy heart is playing a sport.
Turn to the Sports section in the newspa-
per. Create some health-related math
problems using the statistics in the Sports
section. Exchange problems with a part-
ner and solve each other’s. 



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲

Food is Energy for Your Body
The human body needs energy to function. It gets that energy from food. Here’s

how that works. First, your body breaks down food into tiny particles that
your cells can use. This process is called digestion. The body digests

food as it travels from your mouth through the esophagus, stomach,
and intestines. Useful parts of the food stay in your body as small

particles. The parts of food that you cannot digest exit your body
as waste. 

One type of particle that your body produces by breaking
down food is called glucose. Glucose is a form of sugar.
Your body breaks down sweet and starchy foods, such as

bread, candy, table sugar, and potatoes, into glucose,
the form of sugar found in blood. 

Once your body
has broken down

food into glucose,
your cells use that glucose

to make energy through a
process called cellular respira-

tion. Your body can use that energy
to stay warm, run, jump, hop, and do
just about anything.

When you eat a healthy diet, your body gets all
the nutritional elements it needs, such as vita-
mins and minerals. Eating healthy also means
eating the right amount of food. When the body
takes in too much food, it cannot use up all the
energy it produces. That energy stays with you,
stored in your body as layers of fat. As you can
imagine, it’s hard to get rid of that fat. It would
be so much easier if you just took in less food,
used up more energy, and didn’t have the fat
stored in the first place. Think of it this way:
Eat less, move more, have less fat to store. 

Health for Life
A healthy lifestyle starts early, so it’s important for young people to adopt good eating and fitness
habits that they can keep for life. 

Changing your health habits is as easy as changing your mind. If you decide that you want to
become more fit, you can do so. Use the tips in these pages to improve your fitness, or pass
them on to a friend or family member whose health you care about.
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FITNESS FACT:

Only one in five

Americans consumes 

the recommended five 

servings of fruit 

and vegetables 

per day. 

Fitness

in the

News!

Learning standards: analyzing information, rea-
soning, writing to persuade

1. If your newspaper has ads for food,
check them out and categorize the prod-
ucts into two types – good choices and
poor choices. Write the name of the item
and the reason why you placed it where
you did. Are there any poor choices in
your diet that you feel ready to give up
or cut down?

2. Choose one food – something that’s
both nutritious and delicious – and
declare it the “perfect food.” Next, create
an advertising campaign with display ads
to run in the newspaper to convince
people that your incredible edible is
indeed the perfect food. Be sure to
explain why that food is nutritious,
how it tastes, and how it helps your
body’s health. 



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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Once you start at the TOP and begin to think about fitness and good health, the next step is to
STOP. Stop eating junk food. Well, you don’t have to stop altogether, just stop eating too much of
those kinds of foods. Junk food may taste good, and you can still eat your favorites in small

amounts, but junk foods do not provide the nutrients that your body needs. There is a reason it’s
called “junk.”

Label Consciousness
The energy in food is measured in calories. The number of calories in your food determines
how much energy your body will produce. And, as you read earlier, the extra energy you
don’t use ends up as fat. But, as the saying goes, “forewarned is forearmed.” If you know
about a problem headed your way, you can arm yourself and fight it off. So, if you know
how many calories you’re eating, you can avoid eating too many and head off the problem
of having too much fat. How do you find out about how many calories are in the foods
you eat? Simple, read the nutritional labels. That’s why they’re there. Those labels tell you
everything you need to know about food.

Product labels also give other information. Here is a typical food label for macaroni and
cheese. You can see the section of the label titled “Nutrition Facts.” This panel shows you
key information about the healthfulness of the product. 

Here are some helpful hints for reading food labels: 
▲ Pay attention to the serving size. The nutritional information on the package is based on

the amount in a serving. But you should determine the nutritional content of the food you
actually eat, not what the label says is a serving’s worth. Consider this example: A serving
of macaroni and cheese is 1 cup. The Nutrition Facts state that there are 2 servings in this
package. So if you eat the whole package, you’ve actually eaten 2 servings and you’d
have to double everything on the label to know what you’ve eaten.

▲ Pay attention to what’s in the food and what isn’t. In our example, you can see that this
macaroni and cheese has quite a bit of fat – 12 grams – and no fiber. As you make
healthy choices, you’ll want to look for foods that are low in fat but high in fiber. Aim for
foods with less than 7 grams of fat and more than 3 grams of fiber. 

Reading labels when you can enables you to balance foods throughout the day. It’s probably not realistic to think that young
people will read the label of everything they eat and will never eat junk food. But here’s what you can do. You can eat in balance. 
If some of your favorite foods are high in fat, sugar, or sodium, you don’t have to stop eating them altogether. But you should try to
balance them with other, healthier foods throughout the day. For example, if you eat a dessert with high fat content at lunch, don’t
eat another with dinner. Have an apple instead. 

When no label is available, try this simple balancing act. Picture your meal on a plate. It should look like this:
▲ One-quarter of the plate should contain a protein source, such as fish, meat, poultry, soy, etc.
▲ One-quarter of the plate should contain a starch/carbohydrate, such as potatoes, rice (preferably brown rice), pasta, etc.
▲ One-half of the plate should contain vegetables. 

Add a fruit for dessert, and, presto, you’ve got a balanced meal. And consider this – if you really want a dessert that’s a bit high in
sugar and fat, go ahead and have it, but have it instead of the starch/carbohydrate. See how it works? It’s a matter of balance. 

in the Name of Health



Sugar: Not So Sweet After All
A healthy lifestyle requires people to make sure they’re not eating too much sugar. Sugar can cause tooth decay, but an even
bigger problem is that sugary foods are “empty calories.” When you fill up on these foods, you miss out on the opportunity to

eat healthy foods. For example, if you eat a 2-ounce candy bar instead of a
healthy snack like an apple, you’ll have consumed about 250 calories, but you
won’t have gotten any of the vitamins, minerals, and fiber that the apple brings
you in just 120 calories. When you drink soda pop instead of milk, you miss the
opportunity to consume calcium, needed for healthy bones and teeth. And did

you know that a typical serving of soda, a 12-ounce can, has – yikes! – 10 tea-
spoons of sugar? 

Here are some tips to cut down your sugar intake: 
▲ Look at product labels to determine how much sugar is in the foods you eat. Some products, such as fruit snacks, juice, and

yogurt may surprise you with the amount of sugar they contain. 
▲ Drink water instead of fruit drinks or soda pop. 
▲ When you eat in restaurants, order milk, water, or unsweetened tea. If you do order soda pop, choose a small size. 
▲ Eat fruit for dessert instead of cakes or cookies – at least sometimes.
▲ Choose low-sugar cereals. If you do eat a high-sugar cereal, mix in some low-sugar cereal to cut down on the sugar in your

bowl. Some sweetened cereals have up to one-third of your recommended daily allowance of sugar. 

Debate: Junk Food in Schools
Many schools have vending machines that contain unhealthy foods such 
as soda pop, cookies, and candy. Is this a good thing or a bad thing?
Which side are you on? Can you think of a way for the two sides to 
compromise? 

For: Vending machines in schools help to raise money for the schools. Money
from the vending machines may be used for programs like field trips, music, sports, 
or computers. Companies will often pay the school to put a vending machine in a hallway 
or cafeteria, and will sometimes provide other incentives. For example, some companies
will pay for schools to put up sports scoreboards that advertise their products. 

Against: Vending machines in schools encourage unhealthy eating habits among students. Some students may choose
unhealthy snacks from the vending machines instead of bringing healthy snacks from home. Other students may even use their
lunch money for candy or cookies instead of buying healthy lunches in the school cafeteria. Schools should promote healthy
diets by not providing junk food. 

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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???
Entertain Your Brain
Can you figure out these food riddles? (Hint: They’re a little CORN-Y, maybe even CHEESE-Y)
The answers are on the back page. 

Q. What kind of fruit always has a buddy? 

Q. How did the magician knock over a full glass without spilling any water? 

Q. What food has eyes but no ears? 

Q. What food has ears but no eyes? 

Q. How do you make beef chili? 

Write a food riddle of your own. Bet yours is even funnier than these.



Why Popeye Was Right:

Vitamins and Minerals
Have you ever seen a Popeye cartoon? Popeye would eat spinach and it would make him
strong. He may have been a cartoon character, but he wasn’t wacky when it came to good
health. Spinach, like many vegetables, contains many vitamins and minerals that play essential
roles in keeping your body healthy. Your body cannot make vitamins and minerals on its own so
you must get them from foods that you eat or from dietary supplements. If you eat a balanced
diet with a variety of foods, you probably will get all the vitamins and minerals you need. If
you’re concerned that you’re not getting enough vitamins and minerals, you should ask your
doctor about whether you should take vitamin supplements.

Vitamins: 
Vitamin A is important for eyesight. It also keeps your skin healthy, helps your body fight infections, and plays a part when your bones
grow. It’s found in foods such as carrots, sweet potatoes, pumpkin, squash, spinach, nectarines, apricots, butter, eggs, liver, and milk. 

Vitamin B is important for metabolism, the process your body uses to make and use energy. Vitamin B also helps your body make red
blood cells, which carry oxygen throughout your blood. It is found in whole grains, green leafy vegetables, dried beans, fish, beef,

pork, chicken, and enriched bread and cereals. (“Enriched” means that vitamins are added.)

Vitamin C is one of the best-known vitamins – and for good reason. It is important for healthy teeth, gums, bones,
and muscles. It also helps your body heal broken bones or cuts and to resist infections. It’s found in oranges, tanger-
ines, lemons, grapefruit, honeydew, watermelon, strawberries, raspberries, broccoli, tomatoes, green peppers, and

orange and grapefruit juices. 

Vitamin D is important for strong bones because it helps your body absorb calcium, a mineral your
bones need. Vitamin D is found in milk, pudding, tuna, and eggs. Your body can also absorb Vitamin D

from the Sun. 

Vitamin E protects your body’s tissues, such as your eyes, skin, liver, and lungs. It helps your body store Vitamin A and helps Vitamin K
with blood clotting. It’s found in vegetable oils, nuts, and green leafy vegetables such as broccoli and spinach. 

Vitamin K is essential for blood clotting. Clots are congealed blood that stop your body from bleeding and prevent germs from getting
inside cuts. Vitamin K is found in cereals, soybeans, cheese, and green leafy vegetables.

Minerals: 
Your body needs small quantities of minerals such as calcium, phosphorous, magnesium, sodium, potassium, sulfur, and iron.
Your body can’t make minerals, though. Instead, they must enter your body from plants or indirectly from animals that ate plants. 

Minerals serve special functions in your body. Consider these minerals, for example. 
Iron is part of hemoglobin, an element of red blood cells, which carry oxygen through your blood. To have healthy blood, you need
iron. It is found in red meat, liver, dried beans (such as baked beans), baked potato (with the skin), apricots, enriched bread and cere-
al, and raisins. 

Calcium is essential for strong bones and teeth. You probably know that calcium is found in dairy products such as milk, yogurt, cheese,
and frozen yogurt. Calcium is also added to some orange juice. 

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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STEP 1: Select your Fitness Challenge goal 

from the following list: My goal is: ____ points

Fitness All-Star: At Least 250 Points
You are a fitness all-star. You make great choices about the foods you 

eat and participate in activities that will keep your body in shape. 
Keep up the great work. 

Fitness Champion: At Least 200 Points
You are a fitness champion. You challenge yourself to select healthy foods

and activities that move your body. Keep it up. 

Fitness Pro: At Least 125 Points
You are a fitness pro. You participate in fitness activities and eat healthy foods when

you can. You have other things that are important in your life, but you make time
for fitness, too. What are some small changes you can make to improve your score

next week? 

Fitness Scorer: At Least 75 Points
You are a fitness scorer. You sometimes struggle to fit fitness into 
your day, but you do make an effort to include some activities 

that are fun and that benefit your body, and you try to eat healthy 
foods when you can. 

Fitness Starter: Less Than 75 Points
You are just getting started on your road to fitness. Are you ready to 

challenge yourself to take your fitness to the next level? 

STEP 2: Pick your start and end dates. 

Start date: ____________  End date: _____________

STEP 3: Complete as many Fitness Challenge activities as you 

can over the course of a week. Write down the date when 

you complete each activity in the log on the next page. 

STEP 4: See how well you did. 

Activities completed: _______  

Points earned: _________

Fitness level achieved: ______________

FITNESS CHALLENGE
Are you ready to make a commitment to yourself? When you remem-
ber TOP, STOP, HOP, CROP, and SHOP, you are on your way to thinking
about fitness and making choices that are good for your body. Here’s

a great way to get started. Take the Week 1 Fitness Challenge.
You earn points over the course of a week for completing 

fitness and healthy activities. 

Fitness Challenge Tips: 
▲ Take the Fitness Challenge with friends or family. Participate in activities together or cheer each other on. 
▲ Earn multiple points by completing an activity more than once. Just multiply points per date by the number of dates completed. 



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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FITNESS CHALLENGE LOG

Eat 5 fruits or vegetables
in a day...................25pts.

Exercise 30 minutes 
a day......................25pts.

Read the food labels on
products you eat for
breakfast..................5pts.

Read the food labels 
on products you eat for
lunch.........................5pts.

Eat a healthy snack....10pts.

Take the stairs instead of an
elevator or escalator.....5pts.

Ask your parents to park far
back in a parking lot to
increase your walk.....15pts.

Walk or bike somewhere
instead of riding in a
car...........................15pts.

Try a new sport.......15pts.

Watch half an hour less
television than you did
yesterday................20pts.

Help with household
chores to exercise and
pitch in at home......15pts.

Eat a healthy dessert,
such as fruit or frozen
yogurt.....................10pts.

Drink water or fruit juice
instead of soda.........5pts.

Order healthy food when
you eat out..............5pts.

Read this newspaper sec-
tion to learn more about
fitness.....................15pts.

Compare the nutrition labels
on two products and pick
the healthier one........10pts.

Try a new fruit or 
vegetable................20pts.

Try a new whole-grain
food........................20pts.

Spend 30 minutes less
time playing computer or
video games than you did
yesterday................15pts.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4         Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Total



After you STOP eating so much junk food, the next step to fitness is to replace those “empty calories” with
healthy foods. To do so,  turn to the CROP group for fruits, vegetables, and whole-grain foods that are key to
a healthy lifestyle. These foods taste great and contribute to making you fit. Rank your top five foods from
these lists of fruits and vegetables: 

My Top 5 Vegetables:
___Broccoli
___Spinach
___Cauliflower
___Okra
___Brussels sprouts
___Tomatoes
___Cucumbers
___Lettuce
___Red peppers
___Green peppers

___Eggplant
___Zucchini
___Squash
___Beets
___Avocado
___Mushrooms
___Carrots
___Celery
___Broccoli rabe
___Asparagus

___Squash
___Pumpkin
___Artichoke
___Turnips
___Bok choy
___Mustard greens
___Other: ___________
___Other: ___________

The Food Pyramid
You are probably familiar with the “Food Pyramid.” This is a graphic, designed by the federal 
government to show Americans how to eat a balanced diet that is low in fat. The food pyramid,
which changes regularly as scientists learn more about food and its effect on the body, provides
basic recommendations to help you choose foods to eat throughout the day: 

One group at Harvard University has created its own version called the “Healthy Eating Pyramid.” 
This group’s main recommendation is that you eat lots of fruits, vegetables, and whole-grain foods. 
It also recommends that you limit sugars, most fats, and sodium (or salt). This version of the food 
pyramid suggests that you eat these foods in the following ways: 

▲ Whole-grain foods: at most meals.
▲ Plant oils (such as olive, canola, soy, corn, sunflower, peanut,

and other vegetable oils): as a “healthy” source of fats.
▲ Vegetables: in abundance.
▲ Fruit: 2 to 3 servings per day.
▲ Fish, poultry, and eggs: 0 to 2 servings per day.
▲ Nuts and legumes: 1 to 3 servings per day.
▲ Dairy product or calcium supplement: 1 to 2 servings per day.
▲ Red meat and butter: sparingly.
▲ White rice, white bread, potatoes, pasta, and sweets: sparingly.

How does the way you eat stack up? Think about what you ate 
yesterday. Write down everything and compare it to these suggestions.

The Truth About Carbs
The Harvard food pyramid is surprising because it recommends that you eat limited white rice, white
bread, and potatoes. These are foods that many people eat every day. Some people have stopped 
eating these types of foods because they believe that carbohydrates, such as bread, pasta, and rice, are bad for their health. The Harvard pyramid
does not recommend that you stop eating carbohydrates altogether. In fact, it recommends that you eat them at every meal. What it does recom-
mend is that you substitute whole-grain foods, such as whole-grain cereal or wheat bread, for less healthy white bread, white rice, and potatoes. 

The American Heart Association also recommends that you eat carbohydrates, but it recommends that they be healthy carbs, such as grains and
vegetables, instead of simple carbs, such as sugary foods. 

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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CROP: Why do Healthy Foods

Matter?

Fitness

in the

News!

Learning standard: computing distance

Here’s a fun way to find out what some
distances would be like if you walked
them. Take a walk around your classroom
and count the number of steps in the
perimeter. Then measure that same dis-
tance in feet. There are 5,280 feet in a
mile. If it took you that many steps to
walk the feet of your classroom, how
many steps would it take you to walk
one mile? Now turn to a map in the
newspaper that shows distance.
Compute the number of steps it would
take you to walk across that map. 

My Top 5 Fruits: 
___Bananas 
___Apples
___Oranges
___Pears
___Grapefruit
___Tangerines
___Clementines
___Lemons
___Plums

___Peaches
___Nectarines
___Mangoes
___Papaya
___Guava
___Kiwi
___Grapes
___Cherries
___Blueberries

___Raspberries
___Strawberries
___Blackberries
___Honeydew
___Cantaloupe
___Watermelon
___Other: ___________
___Other: ___________

TUV



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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Now that you know why choosing foods from the CROP matters,
you’re ready to make food choices that will keep your body healthy.
Here are some simple tips that you can follow every day to stay fit: 

▲ If you eat meat, cut off any visible fat before you eat it.
▲ Eat fish or poultry, or try meat-free meals.
▲ Fry properly with the oil heated up high enough so that the food

doesn’t absorb a lot of the fat from the oil. 
▲ Choose baked, steamed, roasted, boiled, or broiled foods. 
▲ Pick low-fat cheese, skim milk, and nonfat yogurt instead of high-fat

dairy products.
▲ Use herbs and spices to season food instead of butter or salt.
▲ Have fruit for dessert. Also, remember that no-fat desserts may still have lots of sugar.
▲ Look out for frosting and sauce. These are hidden sources of fats. Try salsa or marinara (tomato) sauce instead

of butter or sour cream. 
▲ Eat whole-grain or enriched bread instead of white bread. 
▲ Choose tuna packed in water instead of tuna packed in oil. 
▲ Pick low-fat hotdogs or lunchmeats. 

Restaurants
If you’re trying to stick to healthy foods, what should you do when you go to a restaurant? Foods on

menus are often unmarked, so you might not know what ingredients are in the foods you order.
Restaurant portions often have large amounts of fat, salt, and sugar. In addition, the portions you
receive when eating out are often larger than what you need to fill up. 

While it is all right to splurge once in a while on your favorite foods,
you should still try to eat healthy foods when you eat out. Here are

some tips to eat healthier when you order in restaurants. 

▲ Ask your companions to choose the restaurant carefully. Some
places have more healthy choices than others. 

▲ Avoid buffet (or “all-you-can-eat”) restaurants.
▲ Ask for sauce, salad dressing, gravy, and butter on the side.

Then add small amounts – just enough to flavor your food, not drown it.
▲ Order applesauce, steamed vegetables, or salad instead of French fries or mashed potatoes. 
▲ Practice portion control. Share your dish with a friend or family member, ask for half a portion,

or take half home with you in a “doggie bag.” 
▲ Pass on dessert, or order a healthy dessert such as fruit. If you want to order a rich dessert, share it.

A couple of bites are probably enough to satisfy your sweet tooth.
▲ Skip creamy soups and pastas. Tomato-based dishes have less fat, and tomato sauce

counts as a vegetable too. 
▲ Put olive oil on your bread instead of butter. Pick wheat or whole-grain bread if you can.

Healthy Food and 

Drink Choices 

FITNESS FACT:

Children on

average consume

about 29 teaspoons

of added refined

sugar per day. 

That’s an average 

of 110 pounds 

each year. 

3



You Make It Happen

Snacks You Can Make
Snack time is the perfect opportunity to make good food choices. You can make healthy snacks yourself after school

or to pack in your lunch. You can try these, or mix and match to create your own healthy snack: 

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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Fitness

in the

News!

Learning standards: skimming, reasoning
Take this 10-point fitness scavenger hunt
challenge. See if you can find these
things in the newspaper. Jot down the
page on which you found each one and
a brief description of it. 

1. A sport played by throwing a ball.
2. A healthy person.
3. A fruit that is a good snack. 
4. A sport that involves jumping. 
5. A comic character that illustrates poor

health choices. 
6. A sport that involves stretching. 
7. A place where a sport is played. 
8. An activity that uses arm muscles. 
9. A water sport. 
10. A reason to be healthy.

FITNESS FACT:

The average 

American eats 

only about four 

servings of fruits 

and vegetables, 

including French fries

and potato chips,

per day.

▲ Fruit and toppings: Peanut butter or Cheddar cheese on celery or apple slices.
▲ Vegetables and dip: Carrot sticks, cucumber, and other vegetables with low-fat dip.
▲ Tortilla snacks: Tortilla rolled up with cheese, lettuce, and tomato.
▲ Cheese kabobs: Cheese squares and fruit skewered on toothpicks.
▲ Peachy fro-yo: Peaches (canned or fresh) topped with frozen yogurt and granola.
▲ Trail mix: Raisins, peanuts, popcorn, and whole-grain cereal.
▲ Cracker pizza: Low-fat crackers topped with tomato sauce and cheese.
▲ Crunchy banana boats: Bananas topped with low-fat cream cheese or peanut butter and

sprinkled with granola.
▲ Banana-butter: Rice cakes topped with peanut

butter and banana slices.
▲ Frozen treats: Frozen grapes, frozen fruit-juice

cubes from ice-cube trays.

You Be the Journalist: 

Investigate Your School
Some journalists have written news articles about the availability

of healthy foods in schools. Do some investigation and write
an article about your school. Are there vending machines

in your school? Do they offer any healthy prod-
ucts? How about the cafeteria?

What do school officials such
as your teacher or principal
say about the importance of
healthy foods in your schools?
Would your friends buy more
healthy products if the school

sold them? Consider writing a
report for your school newspaper
or as an enrichment project for

a class. 



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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SHOP
Now it’s time to go shopping, so it’s a good time to remember this: The world sends you a
lot of mixed messages about your body, and that can be confusing. Fitness isn’t necessarily
about losing weight. It’s more about finding your proper weight. One of the keys to fitness is
finding the right exercise routine and the healthy foods that work for your body as you grow.
Your plan may not be the same as your friend’s. You must make those choices for yourself. And
judging what’s right for you means having the strength and self-esteem to stand up for what you
know is right.

The Rich and Famous
It’s easy to get mixed up about what it means to be healthy. Sometimes we see people on television
and in magazines who are unusually thin, and we may want to look and dress like them. We may feel
pressure from those around us to match the image of actors, models, and performers, and we may face
unfair criticism for doing something different. 

The most dangerous situation is when we base how we feel about ourselves on whether we can copy the appearance of the people on the
page and on the screen. It might be hard, but remember that what is right for one person may not be okay for you. When you are shopping
for your plan, your goal should be a healthy life, not necessarily to look like a model in a magazine. Another goal should be to feel good
about your own appearance and to never feel bad about not looking like someone else.

Thin? Or Healthy? 

To Diet or Not To Diet
Some people, including many young adults, mistake the word “skinny” for the word
“healthy.” In designing their plan, they may choose a diet and an exercise schedule that
make them unnaturally thin – and possibly unhealthy. This problem is bigger than you may
think. As many as 5 million to 10 million girls and 1 million boys in the United States alone
face eating disorders. An eating disorder is a diet that doesn’t give your body the nutri-
ents it needs to survive. Not eating enough can seriously damage your health. Skinnier is
not always better when it comes to health. Even experts will tell you that dieting is almost
never a good idea – even for people who need to lose some weight. Instead, they say
that the best way to good health is for you to find a plan for eating and exercising that
you can do forever. If you choose healthy foods and keep yourself active, you won’t have
to try a diet. Diets don’t work. People lose weight and gain it right back. That is not at all
healthy. 

Staying Healthy as 

You Grow Up
As you get older, your body will definitely change.
You will need a plan to help your body grow up
strong. Being and staying healthy never just happen.
You must take an active role in eating the right foods in
the right amounts while getting enough exercise.
Remember to SHOP for the right plan for you and know
that beauty comes in all shapes and sizes. Being healthy
on the inside is what will make you feel beautiful on the out-
side. Knowing that you have taken charge of your body and
your health is a beautiful thing.

FITNESS FACT:

Seventy-five 

percent of American

adults exercise, 

but only 22 percent 

do it enough to 

keep their heart in 

the best shape.



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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Just a Hop, Skip, and Jump
Now it’s time to HOP, run, bike, play ball, dance, and get your body moving. Along with eating healthy foods, physical activity is very
important when it comes to good health and fitness. 

Activities that keep your body fit are of two kinds. One is regular physical activity. Physical activity includes chores such as raking, sweeping,
or walking to the store. All physical activity that gets your body moving is good for fitness. The other type of activity is exercise. Exercise is
physical activity that you plan in order to improve your physical fitness. It doesn’t have to be fancy or require expensive equipment. It could
be as simple as taking a 30-minute walk each day. 

There are many options for fitness and physical activity. Can you think of some things that keep people from participating in these activities?
How about watching television, or playing computer games, DVDs, and video games? Yep – these are big obstacles to physical activity. It
may be time to turn off the electronics and get up from the chair. 

Keep an Exercise Log
The United States government recommends that all Americans over age 2 exercise at least 30 minutes most days of the week. One of the
best ways to make sure that you get this exercise is to keep an Exercise Log. Try filling out this form for a week to see how much you exer-

cise. Remember to include the following types of activities: 

▲ Walking – to school, to friends’ houses, activities, etc. 
▲ Sports practices and games.
▲ Physical education/gym class.
▲ Chores that require physical activity (raking, sweeping, carrying).
▲ Personal exercise such as dancing, shooting baskets,

jump rope, skating, swimming, jogging, climbing hills,
gymnastics, rollerblading.

Reflection
Did you meet the 30-minute recommended minimum each day? How did you feel while you were exercising? 

My Exercise Log

Day Date Activities Time log How I felt

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

GFITNESS

FACT:

Americans eat

a total of 18

acres of pizza

every day.



▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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A World of Choices
The best way to keep fit through exercise is to make it fun. Everyone can find some type of enjoyable exercise, whether it’s
sports, dancing, walking, or swimming. One of the best ways to find and keep a fitness routine is to pick a partner or team to join
you. When you exercise with other people, it’s more fun. You and your friends can try out different types of activities or you can
pick one that you really like. 

Here are enough choices to keep you busy for a while, including some unusual sports. Circle the ones that interest you. 
Aerobics
Archery
Badminton
Baseball
Basketball
Baton twirling
Bicycling
Bowling
Boxing 
Calisthenics
Canoeing
Cardio machines
Cheerleading
Circuit training
Croquet
Cross-country skiing
Curling
Dancing
Diving
Downhill skiing
Fencing
Field hockey
Figure skating

Fishing
Frisbee
Gardening/Lawn mowing
Golf
Gymnastics
Handball
Hang gliding
Hiking
Hockey
Home repair
Horseback riding
Horseshoes
Household tasks
Hunting
Inline skating
Jai alai
Juggling
Kayaking
Kickboxing
Lacrosse
Martial arts
Mountain biking
Orienteering

Paddleball
Pedometer
Pilates
Polo
Racquetball
Rock climbing
Roller-skating
Rope jumping
Rowing
Rowing machine
Rugby
Running
Sailing
Shuffleboard
Skateboarding
Skating
Sledding
Snowboarding
Snowshoeing
Soccer
Softball
Squash
Stationary bike

Getting Started and Staying Safe
If you have a tough time exercising at first, remember, what matters is that you are doing it.
Keep focused and keep going. Don’t worry if you’re not the fastest or the strongest person.
If you are not in the habit of exercising, it will take some effort to get into shape. However,
working to become fit should not damage your body. If you are injured, stop exercising
and check with an adult to see whether you need medical attention. 

Ask Your Teacher
If you want to test your fitness skills, consider participating in the President’s Physical Fitness
Test. This test measures fitness in five events: curl-ups; shuttle run; endurance run/walk; pull-
ups or push-ups; and V-sit, or sit and reach. Ask your physical education or gym teacher
whether you have this competition at your school. 

Fitness

in the

News!

Learning standards: identifying the causes of
obesity, editorializing

1. Even though we live in an era of infor-
mation overload and there is much in the
news about good health and good eat-
ing, more people are overweight now
than ever before. Can you find anything
in the newspaper that explains this?
What, in your opinion, has brought our
society to this crisis of obesity? Write an
editorial explaining your thoughts and
use illustrations from the newspaper to
support your theory. 

2. Based on the newspaper photos you
see today, what percentage of the peo-
ple pictured would you say are over-
weight? Do you think there is a prejudice
against overweight people? 

Stretching
Surfing
Swimming
Table tennis
Tai chi
Tennis
Track and field
Trampoline
Unicycling
Volleyball

Walking
Water aerobics
Water polo
Wrestling
Yoga
Other:_________
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110 Washington Avenue, NW • Athens
745-3062

745-4904
www.athensmcminnymca.org

Athens City Schools Coordinated Health Program
Our Motto is:

Coordinated School Health – Not just a program but a lifestyle!

Coordinated School Health is designed to connect physical, 
emotional, and social health with learning. Its goal is to improve 

children’s health and capacity to learn through the combined 
support of families, schools, and communities.
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